07 June 2017

Freedom of Information Request - Reference No: 20170939

REQUEST
1. How many incidents has your force responded to during each of the financial years
2014/15; 2015/16 and 2016/17 involving the food delivery service "Deliveroo" ?
Please provide a breakdown for each year giving the month and type of the incident
e.g. RTA.
2. How many crimes has your force recorded during each of the financial years
2014/15; 2015/16 and 2016/17 where the crime report contains the word "Deliveroo"
and you reasonably believe it refers to the food delivery service of that name?
Please provide a breakdown giving:
A. A summary of the crime report including the month, a description of the offence(s)
- please specify the offence(s) recorded and if any goods were stolen the details of
said goods and any estimation of their value;
B. The age(s) the suspect(s) and alleged victim(s) (please exclude this part of my Foi
request if it you conclude it would risk identifying any individuals or exceed the time
limit).
C. What the result of the investigation was, for example a charge or caution etc.
RESPONSE
I contacted our Incident Management system Administrator for assistance with your request.
He carried out a search of the free text field for records containing the word DELIVEROO. I
have enclosed a list of the Year/month/incident title returned.
I then approached our Crime Management System (CMS) Administrator for the remainder of
your request. She provided me with the enclosed information and the following explanation
of her search criteria/results:
I have searched the for offences recorded on the CMS crime register between 01-Apr-2014 and 31Mar-2017 where the term ‘DELIVEROO’ is recorded in the circumstances of offence free text field.
This has returned 3 offences
However using the above method of search may not accurately reflect what is potentially recorded on
CMS as there are no mandated markers to identify such circumstances of offence.

